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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First of all I would like to introduce what we do in SRI on disaster loss data.Sigma collects data on industry disaster losses, both nat cat and man-made, on a global base since 1970. The data thus collected form the basis of our annual sigma publication: the sigma on natural catastrophes and man-made disasters in which we reflect on the main lessons learnt from the global catastrophic activity over the year and which gives us an opportunity to engage with the industry on some burning issues that the industry as a whole is facing on the property catastrophe sideTo focus on what happened in 2019: Following two costly back-to-back years for cat losses in 2017 and 2018, losses were certainly lower in 2019.We must say though that the previous two years were among the costliest ever recorded, due to a costly hurricane season in 2017 and costly wildfires (in both 2017 and 2018).But losses were also below the 10year average. This is due to the lack of major hurricane losses at least in the US, which is the area of the world with the highest hurricane hazard exposure and also high insurance penetration. 
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Insured losses from cat events show a rising trend
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Insured catastrophe losses, 1970-2019, USD billion, at 2019 prices

of total insured 
losses are caused 

by  weather-
related events

at least 70%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows what insurers and reinsurers have paid globally for natural and man-made disasters over a given time frame.It shows when we faced the peaks of the losses, all concentrated in the last 15 years. Needless to say, the peak years for industry losses in general correspond with costly hurricane seasons in the US, as in 2005 and 2017, or costly major earthquakes as was the case in 2011, but that was due to the EQs in Japan and NZ, as well as flood in Thailand.This slide tells us that the great majority of the industry catastrophe losses are weather-related. So climate change is going to affect the great majority of the disaster losses. 
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Most of the total economic losses are uninsured
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of economic 
losses caused by 

natural 
catastrophes 
since 2000 were 

uninsured

~70%
Insured vs uninsured catastrophe losses, 1970-2019, USD billion, at 2019 prices

~60%        
in 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another reason why we collect loss data is the monitoring of the Protection Gap.In the last decade or so, we have started to follow the development of the protection gap, that is, the difference between total economic and insured losses, to support the message of closing the protection gap across the industry to prove the value of the insurance business proposition for the societies at large.This is also one of the foundation pillar of the research on global resilience, part of our broader commitment to improving global resilience.The protection gap varies over the year, depending on what type and where the disasters strike. They may strike in areas of the world with high insurance penetration, in that case, the PG is likely to be lower. 
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Weather-related catastrophe losses on the rise, even after normalisation

Weather-related economic losses
1980-2019, in USD billion at 2019 prices 

Is climate 
change 

responsible for 
the rise in 

weather-related 
natcat losses?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main quaestion that we get asked is: is climate change responsible for the increase in the weather losses?Because, in theory all other things equal, climate change should lead to an increase in the economic toll from natural disasters over time. But, all other things are not equal. In fact, one of the difficulties of answering this question is the changing exposure. Rising population and economic development bring with them more houses, more expensive houses, more houses in hazard-prone areas, coastal areas for example or wildland urban interface. In addition, rational individuals and governments undertake defensive mitigation measures and that decreases the risk. In order to account for the changing economic landscape, one way is to try to normalise the losses, that is to take into account not only the development of inflation factor over a time period, but also the development of GDP. Even after normalisation, weather-related economic losses still increase. Is climate change responsible entirely for this increase in normalised losses, and therefore enough to proof a clearly discernible quantifiable climate change impact? NO. We would need much more detailed normalisation procedure to be able to disentangle the socio-economic factors and that would require much more granular data both on the socio-economic and on the loss side (very hard to come by), also a better understanding of the impact of the mitigation measures.  



Climate change NOT the main  
driver behind rising losses
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Ocean Drive, FL, 1926 Ocean Drive, FL, 2000
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact, to date, the majority of the trend of increasing losses from weather risk has derived from exposure accumulation in the form of human and physical capital, which in turn has resulted from economic development and urbanisation, as these images dramatically depict. Just have a look at the image on the left in Florida. A weather event hitting the same spot, quite a few decades ago would not have even triggered the sigma thresholds while today it would result in high losses. This is to say that climate change, that is human-induced climate change, is only one of the many variables in a dynamic risk landscape. But it is a very complex one and one that comes with a lot of uncertainties as to its timing and impact as Michael is going to explain to you, but also one which will amplify the losses. 
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“…but no quantifiable impact of climate 
change on loss data is not proof of no 
change… ”

sigma 2/2020

8
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focus on property cat

Incorporating climate change signals in the risk assessment comes with 
uncertainties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full understanding of human induced climate change and this impact on natural catastrophe risks is still lacking. The translation into insured losses is even a step further.Time horizon to be considered as well.
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What happened in 2019?

Typhoons Hagibis & Faxai, Japan

Total loss 

USD 22bn

68% loss insured

Hurricane Dorian, Florida/Bahamas 

Total loss 

USD 6bn

71% loss insured

Cyclone Idai, Mozambique 

Total loss 

USD 3bn

4% loss insured

Wildfires 2019/20, Australia

Total loss 

USD >2bn

71% loss insured
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Rising losses from wildfires

Global insured losses from wildfires by decade (1980-2019)        
in USD billion, at 2019 prices

Source: Swiss Re Institute

Event

Insured 
losses, 

USD mn
Burnt area 

(mn ha)
Total 

buildings Homes

1983 Ash Wednesday 750 0.3 3703 2003

2003 Canberra 366 0.2 800 488

2009 Black Saturday 1146 0.4 3500 2029

2019/20 Season 1546 16 >5900 >3000

Australia 2019/2020 fire season

• Most extreme and longest ever
• Most houses and land burned
• 2019 hottest and driest year ever

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rising exposure in the wildland-urban interface (WUI)Human-induced climate change is fuelling wildfire riskIncreasing accumulation of dry vegetationWildfires are getting bigger (>400 hectares)Fire seasons are getting longerin California the annual area affected has increased fivefold since 1970 and is expected to increase furtherin Australia the frequency of fire outbreaks is likely to increase due to projected warming and drying�
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Wildfires: climate change is a driver, though not the only one
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Key learnings
Human-induced climate change is fuelling wildfire risk

 There is scientific consensus that global warming has 
contributed to an increased frequency of wildfires in California

 In Australia, climate change has made heat-extremes 
significantly more likely compared to 1900 (at least by a factor 
of 2) 

BUT ALSO rising exposure in wildland-urban interface (WUI)

 in the US, between 1990 and 2010, the number of houses in 
the WUI grew by 41%

Projected change in Annual Area Burned. Projections rates are for the period 
2010–2039 compared to the period 1961–2004. Kitzberger et al., 2017.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question to be answered?Wildfires: is climate change a driver behind the recent wildfire activity and insured losses globally?Human-induced climate change is fuelling wildfire riskIncreasing accumulation of dry vegetationWildfires are getting bigger (>400 hectares)Fire seasons are getting longerin California the annual area affected has increased fivefold since 1970 and is expected to increase furtherin Australia the frequency of fire outbreaks is likely to increase due to projected warming and dryingRising exposure in the wildland-urban interface (WUI)
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Forthcoming webinar in June

Swiss Re Institute SONAR report highlights emerging risks ….

…from moving to a low carbon future; and

…some longer-term risk from COVID 19, with specific focus on 
the medical and health front
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Legal notice

©2019 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note that any 
copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any modifications or 
derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes, without the prior written 
permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation and may 
change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility 
for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and completeness of the 
information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded. 
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